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270 Modern Science and Christian Faith Biblical statements or customs, and helps us to know their
true significance.days on camel back to travel to Ezion-geber from the south- RACHEL'S THEFT

em end of the Dead Sea, which is already a long distance Genesis 81 contains another instance where archaeologiover rough country from Jerusalem. cal research has enabled us to understand a Biblical passIf Solomon wished to trade with Ophir, which probably age better. The chapter tells of the sudden departure of
included the shore of Africa and the opposite shore of

Jacob from Mesopotamia after he had spent many yearsSouth Arabia, it would have been much easier to have with his uncle Laban, whose daughters he had married.
gone down to Suez by ship and then after a short portage Unknown to Jacob, his wife, Rachel, stole Laban's "tera
to have continued by ship from there. This would have

phim" or household gods. Three days later Laban re
been far less expensive than to carry the products of Pales- turned and found that Jacob had gone, taking with himtine over land all this long distance to Ezion-geber, al- Laban's daughters and grandchildren without ever having
though the return trip with the gold would not be so diffi

stopped to say, "Goodbye, to him. Jacob had also taken
cult, since gold is much more expensive in proportion to its the great number of flocks and herds which he had ac
weight and volume.

quired, leaving Laban far poorer than when Jacob's propDr. Glueck found the answer to this problem. In the erty seemed to be part of his possessions. All this made
desert not far north of Ezion-geber he discovered ancient Laban angry, but it seems to have counted as nothing with
copper and iron mines which had been worked hi the time him in comparison with the fact that the household godsof Solomon.20 This corroborated the statement in Deuteron- were missing. He gathered an expedition and pursued Jacobomy 8:9 that Palestine was a land containing copper and seven days, right to the borders of Palestine.iron, which had often been doubted in the past, since This must have been quite an expensive undertaking.such mines had been unknown in Palestine proper. Here, It would cost a good deal to feed and equip a large enoughhowever, was evidence of its truth and also explanation expedition to go so far and then be strong enough to
of the problem of Ezion-geber. It would be much more strike terror to Jacob's heart, for Jacob must, of course,
economical to carry the metal from the mines to the Red have had a large number of herdsmen to take care ofSea, take it from there by sea to Ophir, and exchange it all his flocks and herds. Laban's force was sufficiently strongfor the far more valuable gold, than to carry it over land to enable him to say to Jacob, "It is in the power of myto Jerusalem. Thus a reason is seen for building the port hand to do you hurt" (vs. 29). Why was Laban so tre
here. In addition, as we have seen, Clueck found evidenée mendously excited about these household gods? The ex
that Solomon built an elaborate copper refinery at Ezion- planation was not clear to us until recently.
geber covering an acre and a half. Nothing like it has was suggested by some mediaevel interpreters that they
yet been found elsewhere in the Near East. This brief

might have been made of gold and that consequently,statement in the book of Kings gives us, in the light 0f the their value would account for Laban's great excitenient.work of the archaeologist, a glimpse of the far-flung eco- However, as we read the account we see that this couldnomic power of Solomon's empire. Thus archaeology some-
hardly have been the case. Jacob seems to have beet, astimes provides a better understanding of the meaning of

20N. Glueck, Op. Cit., pp. 50-88.
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